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SHARE THE SEED, SHARE THE STORY

SEED SWAP INFO PAGE
Got leftover seeds? Curious what other folks are growing around here?
Come to the Seed Swap and Share the Seed, Share the Story!
What is it?
A seed swap is an opportunity to trade, give, or take some seeds to share different plant varieties
throughout the gardens of Central Wisconsin. Most seed packets hold much more than one
gardener needs, so this is an opportunity to connect with other gardeners in our area, try
something new in your garden, or share a favorite crop with others.

Where & When?
The Seed Swap will take place during the Local Food Fair presented by Farmshed. The Fair will
be held at the Stevens Point Area Senior High (SPASH) in Stevens Point on February 13th,
5:30-8:30 pm. The Seed Swap will be located upstairs in the school library from 6:30 to 8:30pm.
Participants can drop off their seed near the entrance door when they arrive at the Fair between
5:30 and 6:30.

What should I bring?
Seeds, if you got 'em. Leftovers from past seasons are fine as long as you think they are viable. If
you have already bought seeds for this year but don't need the whole packet, bring the extras to
swap. No seeds? That's ok too. Consider making a donation in lieu of seeds. You may also want
to bring a notebook to jot down any specific information regarding a particular crop. And be sure
to bring your story! Why do you grow this particular seed? Why do you garden at all? What do
you get out of our local food economy? Inquiring minds want to know!

What should I take?
Help yourself to some seeds that sound appealing to you. Coin envelopes will be provided to split
up packets. The idea is to "sample" a new crop so please be considerate when taking seeds,
leaving some for others when feasible. There will also be a variety of seed catalogues and
general growing resources available. Most importantly, take away the knowledge that you are part
of a wonderful community of local food producers and we all have something to share!
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